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Fifteen years of managerial experience in janitorial, carpet cleaning and upholstery, 
Know ledged in maintaining inventory supplies and ordering procedures. Bilingual in 
both English and Spanish, Gathers and transports trash and refuse from assigned 
areas to appropriate disposal locations, Moving and rearranging furniture and 
equipment, Removing and installs light bulbs.

EXPERIENCE

Warehouse Janitor
ABC Corporation - SEPTEMBER 2008 – DECEMBER 2010

 Sanitized the office and employees restrooms.
 Specialized making the breakroom presentable in detail.
 Cleaned and maintained warehouse aisles and product slots.
 Cleaned spills including damaged product, oil, grease, broken glass, 

etc. May require use of sawdust, brooms, mops, or shovels.
 Cleaned slot with cleaning supplies and an electric scrubber, and 

replace product.
 Occasionally pulled product out of the slot with a pallet jack and 

cleaning behind it with the proper supplies and a scrubber.
 Cleaned break areas and offices when necessary.

Warehouse Janitor 
Delta Corporation - 2004 – 2008

 Besides being the Warehouse janitor , I cover the following areas such
as Offices, Restrooms, cafeteria, hallways, Guardshack, Laboratory 
complex, .

 Responsible for keeping the warehouse clean.
 Also had to sort through damaged products.
 General warehouse janitorial duties.
 Sanitize assigned food storage slots in the warehouse Empty 

warehouse trash receptacles Pressure wash assigned areas of the 
warehouse and grounds .

 Made sure warehouse was organized no trash, cans, pieces of pallets 
left on floor Checks on weights of ingredients were accurate and 
corrected if not .

 Stocking, Packing, Receiving.

EDUCATION

 GED
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SKILLS

Knowledge Of Carpet And Upholstery Cleaning. Knowledge.
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